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Figure 1. Key volumes detected by our key volume mining deep framework. A volume is a spatial-temporal video clip. The top row shows

key volumes are very sparse among the whole video, and the second row shows that key volumes may come from different modalities

(different motion patterns here). Note that frames are sampled with fixed time interval.

Abstract. Recently, deep learning approaches have demon-

strated remarkable progresses for action recognition in

videos. Most existing deep frameworks equally treat every

volume i.e. spatial-temporal video clip, and directly assign

a video label to all volumes sampled from it. However, with-

in a video, discriminative actions may occur sparsely in a

few key volumes, and most other volumes are irrelevant to

the labeled action category. Training with a large propor-

tion of irrelevant volumes will hurt performance.

To address this issue, we propose a key volume mining

deep framework to identify key volumes and conduct clas-

sification simultaneously. Specifically, our framework is

trained is optimized in an alternative way integrated to the

forward and backward stages of Stochastic Gradient De-

scent (SGD). In the forward pass, our network mines key

volumes for each action class. In the backward pass, it up-

dates network parameters with the help of these mined key

volumes. In addition, we propose “Stochastic out” to model

key volumes from multi-modalities, and an effective yet sim-

ple “unsupervised key volume proposal” method for high

quality volume sampling. Our experiments show that ac-

tion recognition performance can be significantly improved

by mining key volumes, and we achieve state-of-the-art per-

formance on HMDB51 and UCF101 (93.1%).

1. Introduction

Action recognition in videos receives extensive research

interests nowadays due to its wide applications in video

retrieval, surveillance, human-computer interface [21] etc.

Early works [16, 29, 30] utilized hand-crafted spatial-

temporal local descriptors for video representation and clas-

sification. Inspired by the remarkable successes of deep

learning for image classification, recent works [23, 13, 28]

have explored deep convolutional neural networks (CNN)

for video classification.

A problem exists when extending deep learning meth-

ods from image to video: unlike images, videos are 3D

in nature and have variable temporal durations, but CNN

only accept fixed size input. Existing works [23, 13, 28]

tackle this problem by sampling fixed-size volumes regard-

less of the video’s actual length. Note that a volume is a

spatial-temporal video clip containing a sequence of images

cropped from consecutive frames.

However, it is problematic to equally treat all the

sampled volumes and apply video-level labels to all of
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them. Because of limited memory and computational re-

sources, a volume can only cover very limited pixels (e.g.

224x224x10) comparing to a long video. Such small vol-

umes are more likely to be irrelevant to or less relevant to

the action categories at video level. As shown in Figure 1, a

video generally contains one or several key volumes which

are discriminative for action recognition. This phenomenon

is also observed in [22, 3, 2]. Assigning video label to all

sampled volumes as in [23, 13, 28] will bring in large pro-

portion of noises and hurt the final performance.

We argue that action recognition in videos is actually a

weakly supervised learning problem as only video level la-

beling is available, and it is necessary to find out key vol-

umes for better classification. In this work, we propose a

unified deep learning framework for simultaneously iden-

tifying discriminative key volumes and training classifiers

free from the harm of irrelevant volumes. The two objec-

tives are optimized alternatively through EM-like loops in-

tegrated in SGD training. Specifically, in the forward pass,

we feed a bag of volumes into our network, then mine key

volumes for each action class based on the response matrix;

in the backward pass, we update network parameters with

the help of those key volumes.

In addition, we propose two novel techniques to further

improve our deep framework. First, we propose Stochastic

out to select key volumes from multiple modalities; Second,

we design an effective yet simple unsupervised key volume

proposal algorithm to improve the probability that an input

bag contains key volumes. Experimental results show that

our deep framework and the proposed techniques signifi-

cantly improve action recognition performance.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized

as follows: 1) We propose an end-to-end deep framework to

simultaneously identify key volumes and do action classifi-

cation. And we integrate the alternative optimization into

forward and backward stages of SGD training. 2) We pro-

pose two novel techniques, i.e., Stochastic out and unsuper-

vised key volume proposal to benefit the deep framework. 3)

With the proposed deep framework and novel techniques,

we finally achieve excellent performance (93.1%) on the

well-known UCF101 [25] benchmark.

2. Related Work

Deep learning based action recognition. Alex’s no-

table work [14] starts the booming of deep learning in com-

puter vision community. Since then, many computer vision

areas are rapidly evolving. For image classification, recent

works [27, 24, 7, 9] have demonstrated going deep is criti-

cal to achieve high performance, and [7, 9] have surpassed

human-level performance in the challenging ImageNet [4]

classification task.

These successes inspire researchers to exploit deep neu-

ral networks for video classification [11, 13, 23, 28, 17, 33].

An early work [11] extended convolutional neural network

to 3D for action recognition, but only examined the pro-

posed models on small datasets. Similarly, Tran et al. [28]

trained 3-Dimensional Convolutional Networks (C3D) on

a large dataset and achieved state-of-the-art performance.

To explicitly model motion pattern, Simonyan and Zisser-

man [23] proposed the two-stream architecture which con-

sists of RGB and optical flow streams to capture the appear-

ance and motion information respectively. Following this

pipeline, Wang et al. [33] showed deeper networks can ben-

efit action recognition. Because of deep learning’s appetite

for huge amount of data, Karpathy et al. developed the One

Million sports video dataset [13] using weak tag label from

Youtube.

However, unlike image tasks, deep learning did not yield

significant improvement on videos over traditional method-

s such as the notable iDT descriptor + Fisher vector ap-

proach [29]. We argue that there are two reasons to ac-

count for this fact. First, most public action datasets such

as UCF101 and HMDB51 have much smaller scales than

ImageNet, both in term of the numbers of samples and cat-

egories. Second, actions are weakly labeled at video level

because of prohibitive cost for detail spatial-temporal an-

notations. Existing works [13, 23, 28, 33] suffer from the

weak supervision issue as they directly assign video labels

to very small volumes. In this paper, we tackle this issue

by learning key volumes and doing classification simulta-

neously.

More recently, Recurrent Neural Networks are explored

to model the temporal structure of videos [17, 26, 34]. This

paper distinguishes from these works and only focus on

volume-level classification. And we believe the improve-

ment of volume level classifier will also benefit sequential

models as they are built upon volume level CNN features.

Multiple instance learning. Our work shares similar

spirit with multiple instance learning (MIL) [1]. According

to MIL theory, one training sample is a bag of instances. A

positive bag contains at least one positive instance, while a

negative bag contains only negative instances. For object

detection, recent works [19, 20, 8] adopted MIL framework

to mine discriminative objects (part) for each class, and thus

do classification and localization at the same time. For ac-

tion recognition, [22] and [3] applied mi-SVM [2] to find

discriminative 3D cuboids. Despite of sharing similar mo-

tivations with our work, they are based on shallow models

and are completely different from our deep framework.

3. Our Approach

In this section, we will first illustrate our motivations and

then present the proposed deep framework together with S-

tochastic out operation, finally we will show the unsuper-

vised key volume proposal method.
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Figure 2. A toy example: the large number of irrelevant samples

(circles) will prevent us to learn classifiers which capture the es-

sential characteristics (triangles, squares and stars) for each class

(denoted by 3 different colors). If we can label all irrelevant sam-

ples, we will get better one-vs-all classifiers which treating all cir-

cles as negative samples.

3.1. Motivation

As observed in the Introduction, the key volumes which

are discriminative for action recognition are relatively rare

compared to irrelevant volumes. In this case, it is problem-

atic for existing deep learning approaches [23, 13, 28] to

directly assign video labels to volumes. As illustrated in

Figure 2(a), the large number of irrelevant samples (circles)

will prevent us to learn classifiers which capture the essen-

tial characteristics for the three classes.

Ideally, if all irrelevant volumes could be identified in ad-

vance, we can avoid the ill-posed target and achieve a well-

formulated classification task. As shown in Figure 2(b), we

have N one-vs-all classifiers, each of them only fires at its

corresponding key volumes. Without noisy irrelevant vol-

umes, we can achieve much better results in this ideal case.

Practically, the ideal case is rare due to two obstacles:

the prohibitive cost and the inherent ambiguity to manual-

ly annotate key volumes for actions. In the following, we

will present our deep learning approach to simultaneously

identify key volumes and train volume-level classifiers with

weak video-level category label.

3.2. Key Volume Mining Deep Framework

To mine key volumes, we need a good volume classi-

fier; And to train a good volume classifier, we need key

volumes. This is a chicken-and-egg problem, as we do not

have well-labeled key volumes in advance. We solve this

problem using an alternative optimization method, and in-

tegrate the processes to the forward and backward steps of

SGD. Specifically, we identify key volumes for each class

in the forward pass and update network parameters using

key volumes in the backward pass.

Following multiple instance learning convention [1], our

training samples are bags of volumes (instances). The hy-

pothesis underlying key volume mining is that a bag con-

tains at least one key volume. Suppose key volume ratio for

a video is r, then the probability for a K-sized bag to con-

tain at least one key volume is 1− (1− r)K . As K increas-

es, this probability grows toward 1. Given a classifier of

moderate quality, key volumes tend to have higher response

scores, and thus we can do key volume mining based on

those scores. Updating network parameters with these se-

lected key volumes, we can achieve classifiers focusing on

the discriminative volumes for each action class.

Inspired by the toy example in Figure 2, we learn N
volume-level binary classifiers, where N is the number of

categories. Each of them only responses to the key vol-

umes of one specific category, while rejecting key volumes

of other categories and all irrelevant volumes. As shown

in Figure 3, our deep neural network receives a bag of 3D

volumes as input. Those volumes are convolved through

the shared CNN module, and then passed to N logistic re-

gressors (sigmoid) to get a score matrix S. Formally, we

represent the score matrix as:

S = {Sk,n}, k = 1, ...,K, n = 1, ..., N, (1)

where k is the volume index, K is the total number of vol-

umes; n is the class label, N is the total number of classes.

Sk,n denotes the response of the n-th binary classifier at the

k-th volume.

Based upon this response matrix, we mine key volumes

for each action category. Given a bag with label Y , for clas-

sifiers n 6= Y , all volumes are expected to response low, so

we can minimize the max response in the bag; for classifier

n = Y , we hope the key volumes have high responses. This

loss can be formulated as

l = −
∑

n

([n = Y ]logpn + [n 6= Y ]log(1− pn)), (2)

where pn is a function of S:,n, i.e. responses of all volumes

at classifier n., Y is the video label, and [.] is an indicator

function.

We define pn as:

pn =

{

MaxOut(S:,n), n 6= Y,

StochasticOut(S:,n), n = Y.

Max out is defined in [6]. It outputs the max value within

the input vector and thus is a deterministic operator. In order

to avoid converging to a dominant key volume modality, we

propose Stochastic Out.

Stochastic out is the counterpart of max out, and is dif-

ferent from Stochastic Pooling [36] that conducting pooling

for a local image patch. It randomly chooses a number from

a vector with a probability proportional to the value of this

number. Suppose the input vector is x, the probability of
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Figure 3. The proposed key volume mining deep framework (bottom) and the baseline framework (top). Unlike the baseline framework

which directly assign video labels to volumes, in the proposed framework, we simultaneously mine key volumes and do action classifi-

cation. The network is optimized alternatively. For each SGD mini-batch, in the forward pass, we mine key volumes according to their

response scores; and in the backward pass, we update network parameters with the help of mined key volumes.

choosing xi via stochastic out is equal to

xi/
∑

xj (3)

Note that all elements in x are non-negative. This require-

ment is guaranteed by sigmoid function in our framework.

By stochastic out at n = Y , we can select key volumes

for the n-th category and then update the corresponding

one-vs-all classifier.

An alternative method for selecting key volumes is max

out, i.e. selecting the volume with the maximum response.

It works well if all key volumes come from a single modal-

ity. However, it is inferior if key volumes come from multi-

ple modalities. Max out may only select the largest modal-

ity while suppress the rest smaller ones. In other words, the

selected volumes of max out are biased and incomplete.

Stochastic out addresses the shortcoming of max out. By

introducing randomness, stochastic out selects higher re-

sponse volumes with higher probabilities. This mechanism

allows us to select the rest smaller modalities and reject ir-

relevant or noisy volumes with very low responses.

The empirical comparison between stochastic out and

max out will be shown in Table 1.

Discussion on training strategy. As aforementioned,

we solve the chicken-and-egg problem in EM-like loops. A

good starting point is critical to make sure the EM-like loop

converge to a satisfied result. We empirically found that

naively running the iterative loop from scratch fails to yield

good performance. In this work, we first assign video-level

labels to all volumes, and train the baseline convolutional

network in Figure 3 with large learning rate until the loss

stops to decrease; then we use this 1 stage pre-trained net-

work to initialize the CNN module in our deep framework

and start running the iterative loop. It is worth noting that

we do not do further pre-training with smaller learning rate.

This is because, after too many stages of pre-training, the

CNN network will overfit to training data, and all the vol-

ume responses are very high thus are less indicative for key

volume mining. In Table 2, we show the proposed training

strategy is superior to directly train from scratch or pre-train

the baseline model with too many stages.

3.3. Unsupervised Key Volume Proposal

In training, we feed bags of volumes as inputs. To get

training volumes, a straight forward baseline is random

sampling a 3D cuboid of fixed spatial-temporal size from

the video.

As analysis in Section 3.2, the hypothesis underlying key

volume mining is that a bag contains at least one key volume

with high probability. To get higher probability 1 − (1 −
r)K , we can either use larger K or improve key volume

ratio r. K is constraint by GPU memory and computational

capacity, and could not be too large. In our experiments,

typically K = 6. Thus improving r is meaningful for the

success of key volume mining.

With this in mind, we study the common characteristics
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Figure 4. Unsupervised key volumes proposal visualization. We show top-3 scored bounding boxes every 10 frames. In the first line, the

proposals capture the moving part (hand) of the actor; In the second line, the proposals tend to capture the whole actor

of selected key volumes, and find that the selected key vol-

umes are highly correlated with the motion of actors.

In this work, we simply extend the edge box method [37]

to 3D video as its score function encourages high intensity

of motion boundary. It may yield better results by utilizing

more sophisticated methods [5, 18], but exploring the best

proposal methods for action recognition is out of the scope

of this paper. In this work, our main purpose is to show

that good unsupervised key volumes proposal will benefit

the proposed deep framework.

We represent a proposal as a tuple (frame-id, box-id),

which indicates a 3D volume starting at frame-id with s-

patial location specified by box-id. As mentioned above,

each volume extend T consecutive frames in temporal di-

mension, where T is the fixed temporal size. The proposal

algorithm is described below:

1. Generate a bounding box set which covers various

sizes and aspect ratios in a sliding window fashion.

This set is shared by all frames in the same video.

2. Apply edge-box scoring function to optical flow im-

ages for all bounding boxes in all frames.

3. Average scores for each bounding box id using a 1D

sliding window along the temporal dimension. The

length of the sliding window is set to be T = 10.

4. Do temporal non-maximum suppression for each

bounding box id. Finally, we end up with a pool of

candidate proposals.

At training stage, for each mini-batch, we randomly choose

K candidates from the pool by importance sampling, i.e.,

the probability of sampling a candidate is proportional to its

score.

In Figure 4, we visualize the top-3 scored bounding box-

es of two actions at sampled frames. As we can see, the

proposals mainly focus on moving regions as they exhibit

strong motion boundaries. Note that a key volume proposal

could be a part of an actor, an object in interaction or the

whole moving person.

3.4. Implementation Details

We use both RGB data and optical flow data for action

recognition in a two-steam [23, 33, 17] fashion. For the

motion stream, We use off-the-shell tvl1 method [35] im-

plemented in OpenCV to compute optical flows.

We use a modified parallel Caffe [12] to train our deep

neural network, and specifically, 4 Titan GPUs are used for

the parallel computing. We use SGD to optimize our neu-

ral network and each mini-batch contains 64 videos (bags),

288 volumes (K = 6). We use initial learning rate 0.001 for

the RGB stream, and larger learning rate 0.005 for the flow

stream. We train the proposed deep framework for three

stages, iterating 12000, 8000, and 5000 times respectively,

and shrink the learning rate by a factor of 1/10 when mov-

ing to next stage.

Frames are first cropped using our unsupervised key vol-

ume proposals. The cropped volumes are then resized to

a fixed size (e.g. 224x224). For rgb stream, we use sin-

gle frame volume (Trgb = 1), and we stack 10 consecutive

frames for flow stream (Tflow = 10) just the same as [23].

And because each flow field is a 2 channel image, the num-

ber channel of flow volume is Tflow × 2 = 20. For RGB

stream, we directly fine-tune from a pre-trained ImageNet

model, and for motion stream, we fine-tune from a revised

pre-train model using channel repeating for the first convo-

lution kernel as illustrated in [33].

Following the same settings of previous works [23, 28,

17]. In testing, prediction scores of the two streams are

weighted averaged (1/3 for RGB stream, 2/3 for motion

stream) to generate a volume-level prediction. Then we av-

eragely aggregate predictions of 250 (equal to the number

of volumes when doing 10 views testing at 25 temporal lo-

cations [23]) sampled volumes to get the video-level predic-

tion.
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Network Volume sampling strategy Bag size K
Accuracy

rgb flow

1) baseline CNN random spat. temp. 1 82.1 85.4

2) key-volume mining CNN random spat. 6 84.0 86.6

3) key-volume mining CNN random temp. 6 82.5 87.6

4) key-volume mining CNN random spat. temp. 6 84.1 87.9

5) key-volume mining CNN unsupervised proposal 1 82.2 86.4

6) key-volume mining CNN unsupervised proposal 3 84.0 88.6

7) key-volume mining CNN unsupervised proposal 6 84.8 89.0

8) key-volume mining CNN unsupervised proposal 12 85.3 89.2

9) key-volume mining CNN, all max-out unsupervised proposal 6 84.5 88.5
Table 1. Ablation studies conducted on UCF101 split1. “Baseline CNN” and “key-volume mining CNN” correspond to the top row and

bottom row of Figure 3 respectively. We use GoogLeNet with batch normalization [10] as CNN modules shown in Figure 3.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first conduct ablation experiments to

validate the proposed framework and novel techniques, and

then compare with recent state-of-the-art works.

Datasets. We conduct experiments on UCF101 [25]

and HMDB51 [15]. UCF101 is one of the biggest action

datasets with 13,320 videos distributed in 101 classes. It

is widely evaluated in previous works [30, 23, 13, 28, 17].

HMDB51 is a very challenging dataset which contains

6,766 videos distributed in 51 classes. Both datasets give

3 train/test splits, and we follow these splits in our experi-

ments.

4.1. Key Volume Mining Benefit Classification

In this subsection, we verify the effectiveness of learning

key volumes. First we re-implement two-stream [23, 33]

works whose network structure is shown at top of Figure 3.

This baseline randomly samples spatial-temporal volumes

and directly transfers video label to those sampled volumes.

Our key volume mining network is built upon this baseline,

but uses bag of volumes as input, and adds max/stochastic

out operations for key volume mining. For a fair compar-

ison, both our framework and the baseline framework use

the same batch size and train at the same iterations. As

shown in experiment 1) and 4) in Table 1, key volume min-

ing significantly improves performances for both rgb and

flow streams (2.0% and 2.5% respectively).

4.2. Random Volume Sampling Comparison

In this subsection, we compare different volume sam-

pling strategies for bag composition. As mentioned previ-

ously, a volume is a 3D video clip, and can be denoted as

a tuple (frame-id, bbox). We compare three different vol-

ume sampling strategies: (1) random spatial sampling with

frame-id fixed; (2) random temporal sampling with spatial

bounding box fixed; (3) random spatial-temporal sampling

in the joint space. Comparing experiment 2)-3) with 1) in

Table 1, we find that flow stream benefits from both random

spatial sampling and random temporal sampling. In con-

trast, rgb stream favors only random spatial sampling. This

is because rgb images look similar within a short video, ran-

dom temporal sampling will lead to close-identical volumes

for a bag, which making it hard to ensure at least one key

volume per-bag. Experiment 4) in Table 1 shows that ran-

dom spatial-temporal sampling yields better performance

than constraint sampling strategies.

4.3. Unsupervised Key Volume Proposal

In section 3.3, we designed an unsupervised key volume

proposal method to generate bags which are more likely to

contain key volumes. Compare experiment 7) with 4) in

Table 1, we find unsupervised key volume proposal is ob-

viously better than random sampling for both rgb and flow

streams.

4.4. The influence of bag size

The underlying hypothesis of our method is a bag con-

tains at least one key volume. As analyzed in previous sec-

tion, bag size directly influences the probability of including

key volumes. In Table 1, we compare classification accu-

racies at different bag size (K). As expected, the perfor-

mance increases as K increases. To balance the computa-

tional cost, we fix K = 6 for experiments in other sections.

Note that when K = 1, our network degenerates to the

baseline network in Figure 3. The only difference between

experiment 5) and 1) lies in volume sampling strategy (im-

portance sampling using proposal score vs. random spatial-

temporal sampling). This comparison shows, even without

key volume mining, unsupervised key volume proposal still

helps CNN based action classification. This is because the

proposal score itself is a weak indicator of key volume, and

we are more likely to sample key volumes in training.
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Figure 5. Compare response curves between stochastic out and max out on training data. The first row shows sampled volumes of two

actions. The second row shows the response curves. The color bounding rectangle in the first row and the color dots in the second row

shows the temporal correspondence. We can see that stochastic out can learn key volumes from multiple modalities, while max out only

learns one type of key volumes.

4.5. Stochastic Out vs. Max Out

As analysis in Sec 3.2, stochastic out has the ability to

mine key volumes from multiple modalities. Herein, we ex-

perimentally validate this analysis under two settings: using

stochastic out or using max out for identifying key volumes.

As experiment 9) in Table 1 shows, max out is inferior to s-

tochastic out for key volume mining.

To visualize the difference between stochastic out and

max out, we do test-on-training and show the response

curve. Figure 5 compares the response curves of the two

strategies on the same video. To integrate out spatial vari-

ance, we average 5 view testing scores as frame score, and

then draw the response curve along temporal dimension. As

we can see, stochastic out responses highly at key volumes

of various modalities while max out only responses highly

at one dominant key volume type.

4.6. Network Initialization Comparison

As we train the proposed deep framework in an EM-like

loop, a good initialization is crucial. In this subsection, we

compare three different initialization strategies: (1). ran-

dom initialization; (2). pre-train the baseline network with

large learning rate for one stage, and use it for initialization;

(3). the same as (2), but pre-training for three stages until

the baseline model converges.

random init. pre-train 1 stage pre-train 3 stages

85.0 89.0 88.5
Table 2. The influence of various initialization strategies. (On flow

stream of split 1, UCF101)

As shown in Table 2, the best result is obtained by one

stage pre-training. As discussed before, we believe that ran-

dom initialization is not enough to guarantee good conver-

gence, while over pre-training prone to over-fitting, both

key or irrelevant volumes have strong response, trapping our

deep framework into a sub-optimal local minimal.

4.7. Action Localization via Key Volume Classifier

With the key volumes mining network, we can do rough

action localization. In Figure 6, we show the response heat

maps generated using volume responses. Specifically, first,

we randomly sample 200 volumes from a video, then score

those volumes using the learnt key volume mining model,

and finally we define each pixel’s response value as average

of responses of volumes which contain this pixel.

4.8. Comparison with Stateoftheart

We compare two stream performances averaged on all 3

splits with recent state-of-the-art methods, especially deep

learning based methods, on both UCF101 and HMDB51

datasets. We use GoogLeNet with batch normalization [10]

as our CNN module.

On UCF101, we significantly surpass the recent deep

learning approaches, including very expensive VGG16

models [33].

On HMDB51 [15], our result is on par with the previous

best [32]. We conjecture this is because the training data

size of HMDB51 is much smaller than that of UCF101 [25],

such small data size does not favor end-to-end deep ap-

proaches.
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Figure 6. Action heat maps generated from scores of randomly sampled volumes. As we can see, the top two rows show our model has

successfully localized the writing hand and hula-loop; the third row shows our model localize two person dancing together as a key volume

to this class, and gives lower score when the two persons separate; the last row shows that our model focused on some distinct moments

within a continuous action.

Method Accuracy (%)

iDT [31] 85.9

C3D [28] 82.3

Ng et al.[17] 88.6

TDD [32] 90.3

Two stream [23] 86.9

Wang et al., use GoogleNet [33] 89.3

Wang et al., use VGG16 [33] 91.4

Ours 93.1
Table 3. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on

UCF101 [25], three splits averaged.

Method Accuracy (%)

iDT [30] 57.2

TDD [32] 63.2

Two stream [23] 58.0

Ours 63.3
Table 4. Comparison with state-of-the-art methods on HMD-

B51 [15], three splits averaged.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a deep framework to simul-

taneously mine discriminative key volumes and do action

classification. Experiments showed this deep framework

achieves better classification performance than previous C-

NN based methods.

We also proposed stochastic out to handle key volumes

from multi-modalities. Both experimental results and re-

sponse curve visualization proved stochastic out can deal

with multi-modality key volumes.

In order to feed higher quality bags to the deep frame-

work, we proposed an effective yet simple unsupervised

volume proposal method. Experiments showed it signifi-

cantly improves performance.
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